
BLEEDING

Top 3
   sellers

Get the perfect 
pedal...

1  MaxProHD

The best brake bleeder in the world just 
got better with a complete redesign.   
This reverse bleeder allows automo-
tive service professionals to efficiently 
perform one-person brake services, 
including ABS.

2  V12 Professional
(Featured above)

The V12 is designed for light duty profes-
sional use and is made of Zytel nylon 
with metal like strength.  It comes with 
everything to perform all bleed methods. 

3  V5 DIY

The V5 DIY has the bare necessities for 
the world class brake and clutch bleed-
ing at an economy price.

said Jon Petty, CEO of Phoenix 

Systems.  “We are excited to take 

the patented technology that 

professional technicians have used 

for years and make it available to 

the enthusiast with our V5 DIY kit.” 

This new V5 DIY Reverse 

Brake & Clutch Bleeder is more 

lightweight and portable than 

ever before.  It doesn’t require 

compressed air or electricity and 

is available at an affordable price 

so that enthusiasts everywhere 

can start to remove more trapped 

air from their brake lines than ever 

before. 

Each V5 DIY comes with 

an instruction pamphlet, the 

V5 Reverse Bleeder, and the 

accessories needed to perform 

reverse, vacuum, bench and 

pressure bleeding methods.  

“Bleeding brakes is 
a fast one-man job 
when you put physics 
to work for you”

V5 DIY BLEEDER

Pro bleeding 
now available for 

the enthusiast

Part # 2104-B

BLEEDING

V5 Bleeder
Our new V-5 Reverse Bleeder is economy 

designed for retail shelf space in national auto parts stores

NEW ARRIVAL:

The V5 DIY is a 
one man bleeder

PROS/CONS

Designed for 
light duty

Affordably 
priced for the 
enthusiast

Still performs 
all bleed meth-
ods

Same features 
as professional 
tools

Not rebuildable 

Th
e V5 DIY 
has the bare 
necessities 
for world 

class brake and clutch 
bleeding at an economy 
price.  

The V5 DIY features patented 

reverse bleeding technology that, 

combined with vacuum, bench or 

pressure bleeding, allows for the 

removal of more air than conven-

tional brake bleeders.  

Removing more trapped air is 

important because it: 

• Creates a firm pedal

• Reduces stopping time

• Increases braking power 

“With our innovative research 

and development, we have 

developed versatile tools that 

remove trapped air from brake and 

clutch systems, which is critical 

to achieving the perfect pedal 

and reducing stopping distance,” 

AVAILABLE FROM
Phoenix Systems Online Site  

brakebleeder.com

PRICE
Under $65

OUR RATING

BY PHOENIX
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Firm Pedal Fast
“I used the V-12 and reversed 
bleed the system. I had a firm 
pedal the first time and no 
mess.“  -  James R

“Don’t force 
air down.
Push it up 
and out.”

V12
REVERSE BLEEDER

TOP FEATURES
Designed for light duty 
professional use

Made of the Zytel nylon 
with metal like strength

Rebuildable for a lifetime of 
use

Complete kit with every-
thing you need

Part # Description

2003-B V12 Pro

2003-
MC-B

V12 w/ cycle 
adapter

V5 DIY
REVERSE BLEEDER

TOP FEATURES
Economy construction

New model design for 2014

Inexpensive, yet powerful

All bleeding techniques in 
small package

Not rebuildable

Part # Description

2104-B V5 DIY

2104-MC-
B

V5 DIY w/ cycle 
adapter

BLEEDING

Reverse Bleeders

Bleed ABS Fast
“I was blowing away my boss 
at how fast I could bleed ABS.”

-Ernest Able

FEATURE LIST V5-DIY V12 MAXPROHD

Patented Reverse Bleeding √ √ √

One person operation √ √ √

Portable, lightweight, no 
electricity or air required √ √ √

Removes MAX trapped air √ √ √

Bleed ABS √ √ √

All bleeding methods; Reverse, 
Vacuum, Pressure & Bench √ √ √

Instructional DVD √ √

Warranty 90 day 1 year 2 year

Construction Zytel Nylon Zytel Nylon Metal

Re-buildable √ √

Professional Use √ √

Optimized design for Pressure  
Bench Bleeding √

GM and OE Approved √

Daily professional use √

Price Under $65 Under $200 Under $400

Overall Good Better Best

MAXPROHD
REVERSE BLEEDER

TOP FEATURES
Heavy-duty metal 
construction

New model design for 2014

World’s best Brake Bleeder

US Military, General Motors 
and Bendix approved

Rebuildable with adjustable 
spring tension

Part # Description

2002HD-B MaxProHD

2002HD-
MC-B

MaxProHD w/ 
cycle adapter

One Man. One tool. Every bleeding 
method known to man

Al
l Phoenix Bleeders are designed to perform 
all bleeding methods like: reverse, bench, 
pressure, cross and vacuum bleeding.

The Brake Bleeder REVolution. With any 
Phoenix Reverse Brake & Clutch Bleeder, one man can 
bleed the brakes on any vehicle in 10 minutes or less – 
even if it’s a tough ABS job (you won’t need a scan tool 
or special clips). The Phoenix Reverse Brake Bleeder 
is a revolutionary tool based on an incredibly obvious 
concept: Air wants to go up. That’s it. Traditional brake 
bleeding tools and techniques fight this principle.  At 
Phoenix, we harness it, so you can quickly remove all the 
air from the whole braking system.

BLEEDING
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ITEM 3301-B

BrakeStrip Check
This machine is used to take 
the subjectivity out of a visual 
determination of a BrakeStrip 
test. Simply place test strip 
onto BrakeStrip Check and 
wait for your copper ppm 
level to print out of the top.

Print out makes a great 
conversation piece with your 
customer.

ITEM 2002-B

MaxProHD Brake and Clutch
This is the toughest, longest 
lasting, smoothest operating 
Reverse Brake Bleeder we 
have ever made. It comes 
with a 2 yr warranty and 
works on all makes and mod-
els. Made of solid cast steel 
with a powder coated finish.

ITEM 6001-B

Master Cylinder Cover Kit.
These attachments make 
bleeding brakes a breeze. 
They will fit 95% of all makes 
and models. They are set 
up to work with our reverse 
bleeders, however we can 
supply an adapter that 
will allow you to use these 
with your current pressure 
bleeder.

ITEM 2104-B

V-5 Brake Bleeder
When you are in a pinch and 
need an inexpensive fix to 
get all that trapped air out of 
your brakes or clutch then the 
V-5 will get the job done. It 
includes attachements for all 
makes and models and is very 
affordable.

ITEM 3008 -B

BrakeStrip Report Card
Make sellling a brake fluid 
exchange a whole lot easier 
with the Report Card. After 
testing brake fluid with Brak-
eStrip you can supply your 
customer with proof of why 
they should have their brake 
fluid changed. Each 3008-B 
contains 100 Report Cards.
 

ITEM 2001-B

MaxProHD Secret Weapon
The Secret Weapon gives you 
all the awesomeness of the 
MaxProHD plus a BrakeFree 
and 100 Bake Fluid Test 
Strips.

ITEM 2003-B

V-12 Economy Professional 
The V-12 is tough enough for 
everyday professional use, but 
is at a price anyone can afford. 
It is made of zytel, comes with 
a 1-year warranty and is fully 
rebuildable.
Works on Brake and Clutch

ITEM 4001-B

BrakeFree
You begin by placing the ap-
propriate socket onto the end 
of the BrakeFree. You then 
place the BrakeFree into your 
favorite air hammer and begin 
to gently vibrate the area 
surrounding the bleed screw 
or rusted bolt. After a minute 
or so the stuck bolt can easily 
be removed.

Includes 100 Brake Fluid 
Corrosion Test Strips

Includes 24 bottles of 
BrakeShot

Prolongs the life of brake 
system components

Turns ordinary brake fluid 
into high grade fluid

BRAKE SHOT

BRAKESHOT
Service Center Kit

Part # Description

3224-B BrakeShot Ser-
vice Center Kit

BRAKESHOT KIT
INCLUDES BRAKESTRIP

TOP FEATURES

Includes a brake fluid 
tests strip

Helps prevent internal 
corrosion

Prolongs the life of brake 
system components

Turns ordinary brake fluid 
into high grade fluid

Part # Description

3202-B BrakeShot Kit

TOP FEATURES

BRAKE FLUID ENHANCER:

THE BRAKESHOT 
FAMILY

“Turns ordinary 
brake fluid into 
high grade luxury 
brake fluid.”

PRODUCTS
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